
The Client

Aims to revolutionize the way law enforcement detects and responds to terror attacks by 
developing groundbreaking technologies to prevent and safely defuse threats involving 
concealed weapons.

INDUSTRY 4.0

Threat Monitoring System 

Designed and developed the first-ever monitoring system with livestreaming feature to 

detect weapons concealed underneath a person’s clothing

Proposed and built an enhanced and noninvasive monitoring system, integrated with 
surveillance cameras that can defuse threats to public safety via an automated and highly 
accurate method of detecting concealed weapons and explosives using Wifi in 
uncontrolled environments.

Project Duration
30 Days

for Concealed Weapons 

& Explosives Detection
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Web Dashboard 

Public security threats are an increasing concern to law enforcement, civilians, and first 
responders. In most cases of public attacks, first responders must take action after the 
attack is underway, forcing them to use lethal weapons such as firearms in defense.

Working with our client, we built a threat detection and response monitoring system 
that can detect concealed weapons and explosives proactively and in real time.
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Facility Map

All Stations

1. First Responder Area (C78) Green

2. Transition Networks (D83) Green

3. Visitor Seating Area (B80) Green

Protocol Checklist

Threat Indicator

Threat :  Unlikely

Threat Type :  No Weapon Detected

Confidence :  0%

Station ID  -  C78     

Emergency Call

Video Feed

With incidents of attacks on high-tra�c public venues on the rise, the implementation of 
concealed weapons detection solutions has become a necessity for governments, law 
enforcement, and security agencies. We worked with our client to design a threat 
monitoring system that can easily be accessed on any handheld device to detect outlines 
of guns, knives, suicide vests, and other weapons and to allow security o�cers on duty to 
covertly scan and assess subjects for weapons as they approach on foot.



Client demonstrating the prototype at International Security Expo (ISE) in London, UK.

We built an easy-to-deploy solution for use by first responders and security o�cers to 
detect concealed weapons from a stando� distance and alert all the security stations at 
the venue. The system can assess threats while the person is still walking, which means it 
is well suited for higher, faster throughput. This is especially needed in places where it is 
impossible to arrange the flow of people through a controlled procedure, such as malls, 
subways, large conference venues, etc.



The security guard on field and the supervisor in the observation deck, both have a 
predefined protocol checklist that must be followed, in the likelihood of occurrence of a 
threat.

The system tracks actions taken from the time the alert is triggered, up until the incident 
is closed. The single-screen dashboard also allows the supervisor to raise an alarm for 
immediate backup.

In the next phase, we aim to fuse the sensor technologies and image processing to 
pin-point the exact position of the concealed weapon on the person’s body. This would 
allow the security o�cers on duty to act proactively and contain the situation.

Tech Stack

Base Framework
Angular 7

DevOps 
Jenkins

Containerization 
Docker

Deployment
AWS

Database
MYSQL

Backend
Node JS 

Essentially, the concealed weapons detection system works like a safer version of X ray 
machines - the waves pass through clothing but are reflected back by our bodies, and 
any concealed weapons (metallic or otherwise) show up as pictures on the dashboard. 
But unlike the full body X ray scanners or the millimeter-wave scanners that pose health 
risks and require government approvals for deployment, this system uses Wifi waves to 
detect and locate concealed weapons.

When a threat is detected, it is immediately sounded o� to the nearest security station. 
An image of the person of interest also shows up on screen. The system also tracks the 
movements of the person via the network of surveillance cameras deployed on the 
premises.

The system classifies the threats into the following three categories:
        no threat
        likely threat
        potential threat


